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Legends come to life on the Rheine. She is not telling and who'll survive The Night at the Lorelei. He and his
group, Crypto & Co, have been making a good living at it for 3 years on national television. Of program they
have been just chasing them because everyone understands that monsters and legends usually do not can
be found. Of course not all monsters and legends agree with everyone. Unfortunately, one of the team
includes a secret which will shake the foundation of everything they knew to be accurate. Leon and his
team of adventurers consider the first plane they can to look at the Legend of the Lorelei hoping to boost
their falling ratings and save their careers. To survive, they have to resolve a two thousand 12 months old
legend and figure out how to rely on one another as they have never completed before.s case. Because
they delve deeper in to the case, they end up caught in the middle of an age outdated war. When a barge
filled with chemicals wreaks on the Rheine River, the locals say it is all because of the Lady of the Lorelei.
They find themselves helping the neighborhood police in an effort to resolve a hideous murder and unusual
lacking person’ They have to find out who they really are and only the energy of their friendship can end
the oncoming darkness. Who's the girl of the Lorelei and do she actually cause the incident on the Rheine?
Leon Crypto loves chasing legends and monsters around the world.
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love the story very exciting and thrilling book filled with Legends and magic books circulation from one
story to another in series Crypto and Co are wonderful reading for young and old!
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